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1. Introduction

In the second half of the last century, the dipotassium salt ligand polyfunctional biological activity, low toxicity, and resistance to microbial decomposition were discovered and proved on the basis of the results of microbiological studies, test vegetation experiments, and modern knowledge about the functioning of a set of plants with associated microorganisms (PGPR bacteria - Plant Growth-Promoting Rhizobacteria) [1]. Such studies are not conducted in Russia. As for the "live" iron complexonates, this technique is widely used in hydroponic nutrient formulations. However, no information was found in preparations for the intensification of phytoremediation of disturbed lands.

2. Methodology

It is obvious to the authors that it is to stimulate the growth of recultivating plants, first of all, it is necessary to provide them with a sufficient supply of iron ions in the tissues. The object for field research was selected, the field survey of the landfill "Levoberezhny", Khimki (Moscow region) was conducted and soil samples was taken. The leading role of heavy metals in the list of potential soil pollutants in the landfill zone...
has been identified and confirmed by information in the literature. It is proposed to use the method of induced phytoextraction using complexons in complex measures of landfill reclamation. The use of a compound derived from a class of organophosphorus complexons as an effector of phytoextraction was proposed, taking into account the biological activity of these compounds. A series of microbiological studies was conducted on the basis of selected soil samples from the landfill "Levoberezhny", from which accessions of microorganisms were isolated. In the course of microbiological studies, the influence of mineral (diatomite and bentonite fractions) and organic (potassium humate) sorbents, as well as the dipotassium salt of oxyethylenediphosphonic acid (a derivative of organophosphorus complexon) on the growth, vital activity and ability to destroy potential pollutants by isolated isolates of microorganisms was studied. The microorganisms' resilience to heavy metal ions, which stabilizes but does not determine the role of the introduced components, was revealed [2]. The principles of intensification of the process of biological reclamation of landfills are formulated. The approach to the component composition of new generation tools and remedies, which includes the use of components-phytohormones, adaptogens and iron complexonates to ensure full photosynthetic function in remediation plants, is scientifically justified.

3. Experimental

A test series of vegetation experiments was conducted on 7 plants of the influence of the hybrid preparation "Pochvovit", which includes an active complex (gibberellin acids and a derivative of ortho-chlorophenylacetic acid). The positive effect of the introduction of the active complex in the preparations on the growth and biomass of plants in the conditions of model contamination with increased doses of heavy metals was shown.

It was shown that native microorganisms capable of destroying organic compounds (particularly, oil) are resistant to the presence of heavy metal ions in the environment. This also removes restrictions on the selection of the sorption matrix material based on the ionic composition. The revealed nature of soil contamination in landfills as a result of the conducted analyses, together with the literature data, suggested that the intensification of reclamation processes should be based on measures aimed primarily at the extraction/neutralization of heavy metals and, then, the subsequent restoration of the disordered function of the soil as a living organism [3].
4. Conclusion

The influence of the composition of a new hybrid biological product “Pochvovit” with components of an organic biocatalyst on the development and ability of phytodegradants plants to destroy pollutants and dispose of toxic substances in industrial polluted soil substrates, as well as in general on the process of soil restoration due to the native phyto-microbial potential is studied. A new method of recultivation of solid waste landfill depositing has been developed, a patent search has been conducted and a patent application has been issued.
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